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$\mathcal{D}^{d}=^{ef}\{P;\exists m, P=\sum_{n=0}^{m}p_{n}\partial^{n}, p_{n}\in \mathcal{A}\}$, (1)
$\mathcal{E}^{d}=^{ef}\{P;\exists m, P=\sum_{n=-\infty}^{m}p_{n}\partial^{n}, p_{n}\in \mathcal{A}\}$ , (2)














$w_{ij}\in \mathcal{A}$ . (5)
2) $W_{i}$ \not\subset .
$W_{i+1}=\partial\cdot W;+w_{i,-1}W_{0}$ . (6)
3) D $\mathcal{M}$ $W^{d}=^{ef}W_{0}$ .
$\mathcal{M}=\mathcal{D}W$. (7)










( ) 1 1
. $w$
. ( $x$ ,
1 - )
KP hierarchy , $W$
$W\mapsto W(t),$ $t=(t_{1},t_{2}, \ldots)$ , .
$\frac{\partial W(t)}{\partial t_{n}}=B_{n}(t)W(t)-W(t)\partial^{n}$
$=-(W(t)\cdot\partial^{n}\cdot W(t)^{-1})_{-}$ $(n\geq 1)$ (10)
$B_{n}(t)^{d}=^{ef}(W(t)\cdot\partial^{n}\cdot W(t)^{-1})_{+}$ . (11)









\iota --* J\searrow \not\subset R@3
. i P\in E
( /J\) . $P$ $W$ WI/J‘5811
\delta P $W$ , .
$\delta_{P}W=-(W\cdot P\cdot W^{-1})_{-}$ . (13)
, J‘*\acute .
$[\delta_{P}, \delta_{Q}]=\delta_{[Q,P]}$ $(P,Q\in \mathcal{E})$ . (14)







$p_{ij}^{d}=^{ef}res_{\partial}(\partial^{i}\cdot P\cdot\partial^{-j-1})(i,j\in Z)$ , (16)
$res_{\partial}$ ffl \partial -l .
$\delta_{P}$ D $\mathcal{D}W$









7$W \vdasharrow W_{\epsilon}=1+\sum_{n}^{\infty_{=1}}w_{\epsilon,n}\partial^{-n}$ .
$W_{\epsilon}$ .
$W\exp(-\epsilon P)=B_{\epsilon}W_{\epsilon}$ , $B_{\epsilon}\in \mathcal{D}[[\epsilon]]$ . (18)
$W_{\epsilon}$ , B\epsilon .
j fflP 1 , M
(1
)
. $s+1$ $x=(x_{0)}x_{1)}\ldots,x_{s})$ ,
$0$ $dx_{0}$ .
$s+1$ \partial $=(\partial_{0}, \ldots,\partial_{s})$
$\mathcal{A}$ .( $A=\mathbb{C}[[x]],$ $\partial_{0}=\partial/\partial x_{0},$
$\ldots,$
$\partial_{s}=$




$\exists m,$ $p_{\alpha}=0$ for $|\alpha|>m$}, (19)
$\mathcal{E}=\{P;P=\sum_{\alpha\in Z,\alpha’\geq 0}p_{\alpha}\partial^{\alpha},$
$p_{\alpha}\in \mathcal{A}$ ,
$\exists m,$ $p_{\alpha}=0$ for $|\alpha|>m$}. (20)
7
8\alpha \alpha $=$ $(\alpha_{0}, \ldots ; \alpha_{s})$ , $\alpha\geq 0$ \alpha o $\geq 0,$
$\ldots,$
$\alpha_{s}\geq 0$
, \alpha ’ \alpha ’ $=(\alpha_{1}, \ldots, \alpha_{s})$ , $\alpha’\geq 0$ $I441$ ,
$\partial^{\alpha},$ $|\alpha|$ 9\alpha $=\partial_{0^{\alpha_{0}}}\ldots\partial_{s}^{\alpha_{s}},$ $|\alpha|=\alpha_{0}+\ldots+\alpha_{s}$
.
. .




$\mathcal{E}_{\pm}=\{P;P=\sum p_{\alpha}\partial^{\alpha}, p_{\alpha}=0 (\alpha\in I_{\mp})\}$ . (22)
. 1
I , \sim \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}\prec 1 1
$\not\subset]\Omega V)|i]$ 1987
), (I-, $I_{+}$ )
. ,
















$W_{\alpha+1_{\sigma}}- \partial_{\sigma}\cdot W_{\alpha}-\sum_{\beta\in I_{+}\cap(I-+1_{\sigma})}w_{\alpha\beta}W_{\beta}=0$
$(\sigma=0,\ldots,s)$ . (25)
$1_{\sigma}^{d}=^{ef}$ ( $0,$ $\ldots,0$ , ; 1(\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} ), $0,$ $\ldots,0$), I-+l\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} $I_{-}$
1\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} # ( ) . (
w\alpha \beta .)
fflG \mbox{\boldmath $\zeta$} D .
4) $\Lambda 4$ D .
9
10
‘ ’ (25) d\sim
( ) .
(25) .
M iff ‘ ’ (
’) , W\alpha \beta (
) (25) \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}‘ 11\triangle \Re h‘(\leftarrow ^IJ!R
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ . , (24) W\alpha
:W\alpha
( $|\beta|$ ct^-rp ) . $I_{-}$
.
, D ‘ ’ ( ) ffl#fW
,
By \chi




. $P$ , $;j\backslash 7\wedge^{\backslash }\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\delta_{P}$
$\delta_{P}w_{\alpha\beta}=p_{\alpha\beta}+\sum_{\mu\in I_{+}}p_{\alpha\mu}w_{\mu\beta}-\sum_{\nu\in I-}w_{\alpha\nu}(p_{\nu\beta}+\sum_{\mu\in I_{+}}p_{\nu\mu}w_{\mu\beta})$
(26)
























equations) . :i (
instanton ),
4 , $BJ)_{\vee}\overline{>}$
‘ \alpha \not\supset Ub .





$( \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{i}}-B_{i}(t,\lambda))W(t,\lambda)=0$ $(i=1,2,\ldots)$ (27)
. $t_{i}$ KP hierarchy i\llcorner \tilde
, $B_{i}(t, \lambda)$ , \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} (
) .
$\not\subset)ffi$
$[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{i}}-B_{i}(t,\lambda), \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{j}}-B_{j}(t,\lambda)]=0$ (28)
) , . gauge
12
13
I ) (27), (28)
$( \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{i}}-a_{i}(\lambda, \frac{\partial}{\partial x’})-B_{i}(t,x’,\lambda))W(t,x,\lambda)=0$ $(i=1,2, \ldots)$ , (29)
$[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{i}}-a;(\lambda, \frac{\partial}{\partial x})-B_{i}(t,x’,\lambda), \frac{\partial}{\partial t_{j}}-a_{j}(\lambda, \frac{\partial}{\partial x})-B_{j}(t,x’,\lambda)]=0(30)$
. $x’=(x_{1)}$
$a_{i}( \lambda, \frac{\partial}{\partial x})$ \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} --\partial x\partial \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$} $(\sigma=1, \ldots,s)$
1 .
KP hierarchy $W$ (27),
(29) . (28), (30) -$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ r\’i G . (27), (29)
, ), $B$ ; $W$
JH $J$ .
, $W$ .
$W(t,x’, \lambda)=1+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}w_{n}(t,x’)\lambda^{-n}$ . (31)
$W$ ( wn $(t,x’)$ ( ), (27) (29)
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} , $B_{i}$ (
) $w_{n}$ \iota .
hierarchy $B_{n}$











Laurent ( dFfil\llcorner g) . x’
. ,
KP hierarchy \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}\rightarrow \partial $= \frac{\partial}{\partial x}$
. gauge
$x’=(x_{1}, \ldots,x_{s})$ , $x_{0}$
$x=(x_{0},x_{1}, \ldots,x_{s})$ , $\partial_{x}=(\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{1}}\cdots\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{s}}I$
. $W(x’, \lambda)$
$\hat{W}d_{=^{ef}}W(x’, \frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}})=1+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}w_{n}(x’)(\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}})^{-n}$ (32)
$D$





8jib\sim i78 Jx\langle $D$
( ) .






( $p_{n}(x’)$ $w_{n}(x’)$ ) (34)
Riemann-Hilbert
.
$P= \sum_{\sigma=1}^{s}\sum_{n=0}^{m}p_{n\sigma}(x’)(\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}})^{n}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{\sigma}}$
( $p_{n\sigma}(x’)$ ) (35)
,
\emptyset E $\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ . –\partial \partial xo ( $D$
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}) .(




x0 ( \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} reparametrization,
Virasoro ),
.














4 4n (hyper-K\"ahler) 1
‘ ’
, . twistor ,
)
( RIMS-621625
), gauge $W(x’, \lambda)$
.
gauge Lie ( ) ,
D\Uparrow $W(x’,\lambda)$ \varphi (x’, $\lambda$ ) $=(\varphi_{1}(x’,\lambda),$ $\ldots,\varphi_{s}(x’, \lambda))$
iff-\check C, $x’\mapsto\varphi(x’, \lambda)$ \mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}
.
$\varphi_{\sigma}(x’,\lambda)=x_{\sigma}+\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}\varphi_{\sigma n}(x’)\lambda^{-n}$ $(\sigma=1, \ldots,s)$ (36)










. 4) \alpha ! $=\alpha_{1}$ ! $\ldots\alpha_{s}$ !, $x^{\prime\alpha}=$
$x_{1^{\alpha_{1}}}$ ... $x_{S}^{\alpha_{s}}$ , etc. . Taylor
$(x’, \lambda)$ ’) \mbox{\boldmath $\tau$} $f(x’, \lambda)$ \iota \leftarrow
$W_{\varphi}f(x’, \lambda, \frac{\partial}{\partial x’})=f(\varphi(x’,\lambda),\lambda)$ (38)
\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$} . \varphi (x’, $\lambda$ )
( ),
$W_{\varphi}W_{\psi}=W_{\psi 0\varphi}$ (39)
($j^{\backslash t}$ R . RIMS-621 , 625
. .) gauge
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$}\mapsto --\partial \partial xo .
$\hat{W}_{\varphi}^{d}=^{ef}W_{\varphi}(x’, \frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}}, \frac{\partial}{\partial x’})$ . (40)
18
19
(36) , ( $0$ ) $\not\subset$ \searrow 7V\ $\int$U .
$D$ gauge 3
.
$P= \sum_{\sigma=1}^{s}\sum_{n=-\infty}^{m}p_{\sigma n}(x’)(\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{0}})^{n}(\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{\sigma}})$ (41)
( $\lambdaarrow\succ\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{O}}$ $\lambda$
Laurent )
. , , \varphi (RIMS-621,
625) \pi .
\mbox{\boldmath $\lambda$} reparametrization .
, $x’\mapsto\varphi(x’, \lambda)$ $\lambda$
$(\psi, \varphi)$ : $\lambdaarrow\succ\psi(x’, \lambda),$ $x’\vdash+\varphi(x’, \lambda)$ .
y‘ (














. super KP hierarchy




S.G. Gindikin Functional Analysis and Its
Applications $18(4)$ \rightarrow ^n^^m\alpha ( R\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}H ( )
, 60 70
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